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NOTES:

1. CANTILEVER SECTION INCREASES SHALL BE ADJUST TO A MAXIMUM

2. SEE WATER SURFACE ELEVATION OF BENDS WHERE A VARY DEPENDING

3. SEE THE HIGH WATER MARK ON LOCATION OF ALL VARIOUS MARKS

4. SEE THE HIGH WATER MARK ON LOCATION OF ALL VARIOUS MARKS

80% PLANS, NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
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Update of Sheet 29 of 41 from the May 1, 2014, Individual Permit Public Notice
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TOE WOOD INSTALLATION PROCESS

STEP 1
- Dig trench to install toe wood.
- Cut toe wood to length.
- Install toe wood.

STEP 2
- Place toe wood and place 1.5"/16" expanded metal (ERM) on top of toe wood.
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.

STEP 3
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.

STEP 4
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.

STEP 5
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.

STEP 6
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.
- Install toe wood and ERM on top of toe wood.

NOTES:
1. Organic toe wood shingle at top of toe wood to be placed in order.
2. Organic toe wood shingle at bottom of toe wood to be placed in order.
3. Organic toe wood shingle at center of toe wood to be placed in order.
4. Organic toe wood shingle at top of toe wood to be placed in order.
5. Organic toe wood shingle at center of toe wood to be placed in order.
6. Organic toe wood shingle at bottom of toe wood to be placed in order.
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